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The company now known as Brill began publishing at Leiden in 1683. In late 2012, they 
initiated a celebration of 330 years of scholarly publishing with an exhibition at the 
Boerhaave science museum in Leiden, a symposium on the mutuality of typography 
and scholarship, and the official launch of the new Brill typefaces.

I had first been approached by Brill in 2006, and in this presentation I will give a 
necessarily condensed history of the development of the types over six years. To 
provide the background to that story, I need to begin with an even more condensed 
history of 330 years of typography at Brill.



This is one of the earliest Brill publications, from 1686: a grammar of Biblical Aramaic 
and Syriac by Charles Schaaf. Even at this early stage, the combination of different 
languages and writing systems was a feature of Brill typography, as it remains today.



Striding through the centuries, on the left is a 1747 edition of the Erpenius-Schultens 
Grammatica Arabica. The Arabic type is pretty crude, but the page is a good example 
of the textual complexity that remains common in Brill books. On the right is a 
Sanskrit manual compiled by Antonie Rutgers, published in 1851. This is interesting for 
a couple of reasons: it is a publication that was conceived not primarily as a scholarly 
work but as a manual for typesetters, but it also represents the early development 
of standardised Latin transcription of Sanskrit using special diacritics. While Brill 
often publish texts in original writing systems, they make very extensive use of 
transcription and transliteration—of ‘romanisation’—, requiring extensive diacritic 
sets as well as phonetic notation characters.



For much of the firm’s history, Brill typeset books in-house and had them locally 
printed in The Netherlands. These photographs show the Brill composing room in 
1951, and the use of an Intertype machine in the 1960s. With the advent of digital 
typesetting, authors and editors assumed greater responsibility for the preparation 
of texts for publication, and like most major publishers Brill now contract-out 
typesetting and printing overseas.
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*baH ‘to shine’  
•AVESTAN: (+ *�-) ? YAv. auu�- ‘to have the appearance of, be like’ || (+ *fra-) 
frauu�- ‘to shine’ || (+ *ni-) ? YAv. -niuu�- ‘to radiate downwards’ || (+ *�i-) YAv. 
viuu�- ‘to shine forth’ (cf. Forssman 2000: 104) || (+ *�i-�-) YAv. vii�uu�- ‘to be 
luminous’  � Liste: 38  
Pres.: IND. 3sg. YAv. frauu�iti (Yt 14.13), YAv. viuu�ti (Yt 8.40); Partic.: pres. YAv. auu��t�m (Yt 
8.50), YAv. vii�uua�t- (Yt 8.2), YAv. r�maniuu� (Yt 8.9). ◊ YAv. auu��t�m shows shortening of initial 
(prev.) �- ?, for other examples see De Vaan 2003: 123. For a different interpretation of YAv. auu��t�m 
see Panaino, l.c.: 74: ‘to such an extent’, cf. Gershevitch, l.c.: 152. On YAv. r�maniuu� ‘radiating peace 
downwards’, cf. Gershevitch 1967: 282 f., Panaino, Tišt. I: 102.  
•MIDDLE PERSIAN: MMP b’m, BMP b’m ‘splendour, radiance’  � DMMPP: 103b  
•PARTHIAN: b’m ‘radiance, splendour’. ◊ There is no justification for assuming an 
additional meaning ‘reason’, DMMPP: l.c.  � DMMPP: 103b  
•KHOTANESE: b�’ya- ‘ray of light’ || (+ *�i-) LKh. vīv(a)- ‘to shine’ (perhaps vīv- < 
*�i-bi-b�-, SGS: l.c.)  � SGS: 124  
•SOGDIAN: BSogd. ’m, MSogd. ’m ‘glow, colour’, CSogd. b’m ‘dawn, morning’, 
BSogd. ’m’k ‘colour’, BSogd. ’m’nt ‘shining’ || (+ *pati-) ? BSogd. ptyw, 
CSogd. ptbyw ‘honour, respect’ || (+ *pari-) BSogd. pr’s, CSogd. prf’- ‘to change 
colour’. ◊ BSogd. pr’s, CSogd. prf’- possibly go back to a pres. stem *prf’s- < 
redupl. *pari-bi/a-b�-sa-, with -f- < *--f- < *--- (Sims-Williams 1984: 148).  
(+ *pari-) Impf.: IND. 3sg. BSogd. pr’y’s; Partic.: perf. pass. CSogd. prf’c (f.) ‘changed in colour, pale 
of face’  
•CHORESMIAN: (+ *apa-) b’s- ‘to become pale (of face)’  � Samadi: 13  
•NWIR: NP b�m ‘morning, dawn; splendour, light’  
•NEIR: Oss. bon ‘day’, Sariq. vuyn ‘light, radiance’, Wa. voyn ‘fire; light’ || (+ *ni-) 
Oss. I. nyv, D. nivæ ‘image, drawing, painting, form’ || (+ *�i-) Oss. I. ivajyn/ivad, 
D. ivajun/ivad ‘to pale, wither; to dawn’  
•SANSKRIT: bh� ‘to shine, be bright’ (RV+)  � EWAia II: 259  
•PIE *bheH2- ‘to shine’  � LIV: 68 f. | Pok.: 104 f.  
•IE COGNATES: Gr.  (aor.) ‘lit up, appeared’ (Hom.), Gr.  ‘I shine, appear’, 
Arm. banam ‘I reveal’, OIrish bán ‘white, shining’, etc.  
•REFERENCES: IIFL II: 547; Abaev, Slovar’ I: 265, 553; Abaev, Slovar’ II: 210 f.; EVS: 87a; DKS: 277a 
f.; Werba 1997: 306 f.; Steblin-Kamenskij 1999: 381; Cheung 2002: 92 f., 194; ESIJa II: 154 ff.  
 
*ba� ‘to bestow, divide, have a share; to give, apportion’  
•AVESTAN: ba�- (baxš-) ‘to bestow, divide, give a share’ (cf. Martínez 1999: 128 ff.) 
|| (+ *�-) ‘to apportion, portion out’  � Liste: 37  
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bar�áy/bar-, Jow. bam-ba(r)t/a-b�r-, Shamerz. -v�rd-/bør�n- ‘to take, carry (away, 
off)’, Awrom. berd/ber-, Gur. (Kand.) bärd-/-īr- (subj./impv. bär-) ‘to carry off’, 
Zaz. berdiš/ben-, (subj.) ber-, Abz. barda/bor-, ber-, Abyan. barda/bar-, Fariz. 
-bärd-/-bär-, Yar. -bard-/-bar-, Ham. bärtan/ber-, Isfah. bärtän/bär-, Jow. 
bam-å:rt/a-ta:r-, Meim. b�m-ba/a-b�r-, Mah. bir-, Natan. -bord-/bor-, -bär-, Qohr. 
barda/ber-, Varz. barte/ber- ‘to carry, bring (to)’, Nn. barte/bir- ‘to carry off, take 
away’, Khuns. ber-, bir-/birt ‘to carry (away); to win (in games)’, Semn. bärd-/-bär 
‘to carry away, forth’, Sang. -bárt-/bänd-, (subj./impv.) -bär-, Soi -bär-, Sorkh. 
-ord-/ (supplet. bé-n-, bé-nn- < *naiH1), Lasg. -bard-/ (supplet. pres. 1sg. bī-n < 
*naiH1) ‘to bring, carry (away, along)’ || (+ *�-) NP �vurdan/�(va)r- ‘to bring’, Kurd. 
(Sina) h�wirdin/er-, Awrom. �wr�áy/-�r- ‘to bring; to set to’, Abyan. �rdan/ (subj.) 
b-or-, Anar. -iyorto/iyor-, Bakht. avērdan, Fariz. -t-år-/-m-ård-, Yar. -t-år-/-m-ård-, 
Gil. (Rsht.) �värdœn/ævär-, Gur. (Kand.) -�wúrd-, �wird-/-�r-, Ham. artän/ar-, Isfah. 
arän/ar-, Jow. bam-å:rt/a-ta:r-, Meim. b�m-t-/a-tar- (infl. caus. of *tarH1 ?), Khuns. 
�r-/�rt, Khr. bi-oword-, bi-owurd-, Mah. �r-, Nn. y�rt/t-�r-, Natan. -ård-/-år- ‘to 
bring, fetch’, Semn. �värd-/ b�-�r-‘to bring’, Shamerz. -ord-, urán-, Sorkh. -œrd-/ 
(supplet. a-ví-n-, a-ve-n- < *�- + *naiH1), Lasg. -ord-/ (supplet. ö-ví-n < *�- + 
*naiH1), Sang. -jórt-/ (supplet. å-vä-n- < *�- + *naiH1) ‘to bring, lead’ || (+ *fra-) 
Kurd. (Kurm.) farw�r(a) (f.) ‘favour; gift, present’ || (+ *ham-) NP anb�r ‘ricks, 
stacks of corn’  
•NEIR: Oss. I. baryn/barst, D. barun/barst ‘to contemplate, measure’; to forgive’, 
Pash. w�-/w��l ‘to carry (something)’, Sh. v�r-/vd, Orosh. v�r-/vg, Sariq. 
vor-/v�wg, Yzgh. var-/v�g, Yghn. var-/vúrta, v��rta ‘to bring’, Wa. vыr ‘load, 
burden’ || (+ *ati-) Yghn. d�vár-, d�vár-/d�wár-/ (supplet. d��áta < *ati-gam-) ‘to 
insert, introduce’ || (+ *�-) Yi. �v�r-/�v��, M. �ver-/� ver- ‘to bring (something)’ || (+ 
*para-) Yzgh. p�rvar-/*p�rv�g ‘to drag across’, Khf. parfur ‘transfer of hay or 
sheaves to the carrying frame’ || (+ *fra-) Oss. I. læværd, D. lævard (pret.) ‘gave’ 
(supplet. of dæddyn, D. dæddun, s.v. *daH1), (orig. caus.) ? Sh. (Baj.) rivir-/rivirt ‘to 
force a cow to give milk’, Oss. lævar ‘gift, present’, Yghn. t�fár-, t�fár-, tfar-/t�ráfta, 
t�ráfta ‘to give’ (see Sogd.) || (+ *ni-) Yi. n�vór-/n�v��-, M. nev��r- ‘to take out, draw 
out’, Wa. n�vы�r ‘provision (on the way)’ || (+ *ni�-) Yghn. ��vár-, ��vár-, ��wár-/ 
(supplet. ����áta < *ni�-gam-) ‘to bring, lead, drag, pull out’ || (+ *�i-) Oss. ivar 
‘punishment, prohibition’ (< *‘act of carrying away, confiscation’) || (+ *ham-) Oss. 
I. æmbaryn/æmbærst ‘to understand, comprehend’, (old ppp.) I. æmbyrd, D. 
æmburd ‘meeting’  
•MISC: Par. bar-/bu� ‘to carry’ || (+ *apa-) Arm. (LW) apu� ‘booty’ || (+ *a�a-) ? 
Orm. r-uk ‘to hold, keep’ || (+ �-) Par. �r-/�wu� ‘to bring’ || (+ *ni-) Orm. 
nawár-/nawul�k ‘to take out, draw out’ = nawar-/nawólók || (+ *ham-) Arm. (LW) 
(h)ambar ‘store’, Arab. (LW) anb�r ‘ricks, stacks; storehouse’  

 from group-writing to word association 75

SÌauaaaaaatSi ś ḥ w whs̠i.1 which incorporates 
as its first part the name of the constellation “Orion”, Eg. ś ḥ.

One group, the sign combination i¡ or iÒ that originally stands for 
the interjection | “oh!”, is attested several times already in this corpus 
and likely to be one of the earliest cases where an inherent fixed vowel 
is intended to be represented; this group has a very long tradition in 
the Egyptian orthography of foreign words. Altogether, we have still a 
very low degree of precise indication of the vowels. The writing is not 
systematically different from that of Egyptian words and names; rather 
any difference is due almost exclusively to the fact that certain sound 
sequences that are normal in Egyptian are less normal in the foreign 
language – and vice versa.

Much less secure is the interpretation that Schneider has proposed 
concerning a deity occurring several times in the pyramid texts and 
mentioned in connection with Byblos. It is written as ḫ y-t w, using 
two-consonantal signs with normal phonetic complements. Even though 
it does not use any specific determinatives, it would be theoretically 
possible to analyze this sequence simply as Egyptian “he who appears 
burning”. Schneider has proposed that it is a phonetic rendering of 
Semitic ʿatt̠aru reinterpreting it as Egyptian language (Schneider 2000). 
Such a case would be of considerable theoretical interest, given that it 
is a recurrent cultural tendency to adapt loan-words, if they can thus 
be given a seemingly normal derivation from within the borrowing lan-
guage. A famous case is the German word “Hängematte”, which sounds 
like a derivation from “hängen” (to hang) and “Matte” (mat), but is, in 
fact, via the English “hammock”, derived from some American Indian 
language. Nevertheless, I remain a bit sceptical concerning Schneiders 
etymology; with the correspondence of ḫ to ʿ and  to t ̠he has to pos-
tulate, even in the best of cases (with Rößler’s theories not only correct 
for the etymology but even valid for the actual pronunciation during 
the Old Kingdom) that there would be two fluctuations between voiced 
and voiceless consonants.

For the Middle Kingdom at least, we have a considerable body of 
foreign personal and place names, especially from the so-called “exe-
cration texts”, which list the potential enemies of Egypt (Sethe 1926, 
Posener 1940, Posener 1987, Koenig 1990), but also from a lot of minor 

1 The transliteration is based on the reasonable assumption that the group aaa 
stands for a (pseudo)-pluralic w, not for .

The transition to digital technology was not kind to Brill typography, though. The 
complex and specialised nature of the texts they were publishing often collided hard 
with the limitations of available fonts and software. This image shows some of the 
kinds of problems that Brill brought to me in 2006 …
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‘to carry away, forth’, Sang. -bárt-/bänd-, (subj./impv.) -bär-, Soi -bär-, Sorkh. 
-ord-/ (supplet. bé-n-, bé-nn- < *naiH1), Lasg. -bard-/ (supplet. pres. 1sg. bī-n < 
*naiH1) ‘to bring, carry (away, along)’ || (+ *�-) NP �vurdan/�(va)r- ‘to bring’, Kurd. 
(Sina) h�wirdin/er-, Awrom. �wr�áy/-�r- ‘to bring; to set to’, Abyan. �rdan/ (subj.) 
b-or-, Anar. -iyorto/iyor-, Bakht. avērdan, Fariz. -t-år-/-m-ård-, Yar. -t-år-/-m-ård-, 
Gil. (Rsht.) �värdœn/ævär-, Gur. (Kand.) -�wúrd-, �wird-/-�r-, Ham. artän/ar-, Isfah. 
arän/ar-, Jow. bam-å:rt/a-ta:r-, Meim. b�m-t-/a-tar- (infl. caus. of *tarH1 ?), Khuns. 
�r-/�rt, Khr. bi-oword-, bi-owurd-, Mah. �r-, Nn. y�rt/t-�r-, Natan. -ård-/-år- ‘to 
bring, fetch’, Semn. �värd-/ b�-�r-‘to bring’, Shamerz. -ord-, urán-, Sorkh. -œrd-/ 
(supplet. a-ví-n-, a-ve-n- < *�- + *naiH1), Lasg. -ord-/ (supplet. ö-ví-n < *�- + 
*naiH1), Sang. -jórt-/ (supplet. å-vä-n- < *�- + *naiH1) ‘to bring, lead’ || (+ *fra-) 
Kurd. (Kurm.) farw�r(a) (f.) ‘favour; gift, present’ || (+ *ham-) NP anb�r ‘ricks, 
stacks of corn’  
•NEIR: Oss. I. baryn/barst, D. barun/barst ‘to contemplate, measure’; to forgive’, 
Pash. w�-/w��l ‘to carry (something)’, Sh. v�r-/vd, Orosh. v�r-/vg, Sariq. 
vor-/v�wg, Yzgh. var-/v�g, Yghn. var-/vúrta, v��rta ‘to bring’, Wa. vыr ‘load, 
burden’ || (+ *ati-) Yghn. d�vár-, d�vár-/d�wár-/ (supplet. d��áta < *ati-gam-) ‘to 
insert, introduce’ || (+ *�-) Yi. �v�r-/�v��, M. �ver-/� ver- ‘to bring (something)’ || (+ 
*para-) Yzgh. p�rvar-/*p�rv�g ‘to drag across’, Khf. parfur ‘transfer of hay or 
sheaves to the carrying frame’ || (+ *fra-) Oss. I. læværd, D. lævard (pret.) ‘gave’ 
(supplet. of dæddyn, D. dæddun, s.v. *daH1), (orig. caus.) ? Sh. (Baj.) rivir-/rivirt ‘to 
force a cow to give milk’, Oss. lævar ‘gift, present’, Yghn. t�fár-, t�fár-, tfar-/t�ráfta, 
t�ráfta ‘to give’ (see Sogd.) || (+ *ni-) Yi. n�vór-/n�v��-, M. nev��r- ‘to take out, draw 
out’, Wa. n�vы�r ‘provision (on the way)’ || (+ *ni�-) Yghn. ��vár-, ��vár-, ��wár-/ 
(supplet. ����áta < *ni�-gam-) ‘to bring, lead, drag, pull out’ || (+ *�i-) Oss. ivar 
‘punishment, prohibition’ (< *‘act of carrying away, confiscation’) || (+ *ham-) Oss. 
I. æmbaryn/æmbærst ‘to understand, comprehend’, (old ppp.) I. æmbyrd, D. 
æmburd ‘meeting’  
•MISC: Par. bar-/bu� ‘to carry’ || (+ *apa-) Arm. (LW) apu� ‘booty’ || (+ *a�a-) ? 
Orm. r-uk ‘to hold, keep’ || (+ �-) Par. �r-/�wu� ‘to bring’ || (+ *ni-) Orm. 
nawár-/nawul�k ‘to take out, draw out’ = nawar-/nawólók || (+ *ham-) Arm. (LW) 
(h)ambar ‘store’, Arab. (LW) anb�r ‘ricks, stacks; storehouse’  
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SÌauaaaaaatSi ś ḥ w whs̠i.1 which incorporates 
as its first part the name of the constellation “Orion”, Eg. ś ḥ.

One group, the sign combination i¡ or iÒ that originally stands for 
the interjection | “oh!”, is attested several times already in this corpus 
and likely to be one of the earliest cases where an inherent fixed vowel 
is intended to be represented; this group has a very long tradition in 
the Egyptian orthography of foreign words. Altogether, we have still a 
very low degree of precise indication of the vowels. The writing is not 
systematically different from that of Egyptian words and names; rather 
any difference is due almost exclusively to the fact that certain sound 
sequences that are normal in Egyptian are less normal in the foreign 
language – and vice versa.

Much less secure is the interpretation that Schneider has proposed 
concerning a deity occurring several times in the pyramid texts and 
mentioned in connection with Byblos. It is written as ḫ y-t w, using 
two-consonantal signs with normal phonetic complements. Even though 
it does not use any specific determinatives, it would be theoretically 
possible to analyze this sequence simply as Egyptian “he who appears 
burning”. Schneider has proposed that it is a phonetic rendering of 
Semitic ʿatt̠aru reinterpreting it as Egyptian language (Schneider 2000). 
Such a case would be of considerable theoretical interest, given that it 
is a recurrent cultural tendency to adapt loan-words, if they can thus 
be given a seemingly normal derivation from within the borrowing lan-
guage. A famous case is the German word “Hängematte”, which sounds 
like a derivation from “hängen” (to hang) and “Matte” (mat), but is, in 
fact, via the English “hammock”, derived from some American Indian 
language. Nevertheless, I remain a bit sceptical concerning Schneiders 
etymology; with the correspondence of ḫ to ʿ and  to t ̠he has to pos-
tulate, even in the best of cases (with Rößler’s theories not only correct 
for the etymology but even valid for the actual pronunciation during 
the Old Kingdom) that there would be two fluctuations between voiced 
and voiceless consonants.

For the Middle Kingdom at least, we have a considerable body of 
foreign personal and place names, especially from the so-called “exe-
cration texts”, which list the potential enemies of Egypt (Sethe 1926, 
Posener 1940, Posener 1987, Koenig 1990), but also from a lot of minor 

1 The transliteration is based on the reasonable assumption that the group aaa 
stands for a (pseudo)-pluralic w, not for .

Substitutions of glyphs from other fonts, often incompatible in weight, proportion 
and spacing; mechanically scaled smallcaps and superior letters; fake bold; lack 
of ligatures; poorly positioned diacritic marks; absence of kerning; collisions; and 
compromises in the choice of symbol characters. Ironically, the Egyptian hieroglyphs, 
which you might expect to be challenging, are the only part that comes out 
unblemished.

Over the years, Brill had come up with a variety of ad hoc solutions to some of the 
worst of these problems, but without any unified typographic style, relying on a 
variety of typefaces selected for their character set coverage rather than their design 
merit. The fonts involved used a variety of non-standard character encodings, also ad 
hoc, intended simply to get a glyph on the page without much thought or hope given 
to the digital life of the document beyond the print run. The task presented to me by 
Brill in 2006 was to help them get from that …



śꜣḥꜣwꜣwẖsi.

•Pie: *bheH₂- *baH ‘to shine’
 •Avestan: (+ *ā-)
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1 The transliteration is based on the reasonable assumption that the group aaa 
stands for a (pseudo)-pluralic w, not for .

ā́ver-/ā̌v́er-

* tebutimV ‘fist’ → HR tivtsïm, IK tsïdzïm, NH tsïdzïfum, ŌG 
tivkïm, TM ti̥fu̥tsïm.

(r) which acts as the trigger. For example in 
of the verb ‘breathe’ in the negative is yubaŋ
is change is *bu → v. The language of Ōgami
er evidence for the secondary nature of this

…to this: a stylistically harmonised typography—a recognisable Brill house-style—
with all the tools necessary to cleanly display even the most complex aspects of 
scholarly texts in a typographically sophisticated way, with proper smallcaps and 
superiors, accurate diacritic mark positioning, appropriate ligatures and kerning, and 
all of it built on top of standardised Unicode character encoding.

So, how did we get there? What was the process?



Jeremy Tankard, Kingfisher 2005

This is not the Brill type. This is the very nice Kingfisher type, designed by my 
friend Jeremy Tankard. I’m showing this for a couple of reasons. Firstly, it is a very 
handsome and interesting set of images. Secondly, it is a very good example of a type 
design process that begins with thinking about letter shapes, considers historical 
antecedents, and develops through drawing and exploring. And perhaps this is how 
you imagine the type design process, if you bother to imagine it at all.

By contrast, almost all my type design projects begin like this …



192 0x00E0 agrave à LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH GRAVE ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a gravecmb -> agrave 2

193 0x00E1 aacute á LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH ACUTE ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a acutecmb -> aacute 2

194 0x00E2 acircumflex â LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH CIRCUMFLEX ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a circumflexcmb -> acircumflex 2

195 0x00E3 atilde ã LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH TILDE ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a tildecmb -> atilde 2

196 atilde_acutecmb ã́ ccmp l.ccmp\NFC atilde acutecmb -> atilde_acutecmb 2 ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a tildecmb acutecmb -> atilde_acutecmb 3

197 0x00E4 adieresis ä LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH DIAERESIS ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a dieresiscmb -> adieresis 2

ā198 0x0101 amacron ā LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH MACRON ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a macroncmb -> amacron 2

199 amacron_gravecmb ā̀ ccmp l.ccmp\NFC amacron gravecmb -> amacron_gravecmb 2 ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a macroncmb gravecmb -> amacron_gravecmb 3

200 amacron_acutecmb ā́ ccmp l.ccmp\NFC amacron acutecmb -> amacron_acutecmb 2 ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a macroncmb acutecmb -> amacron_acutecmb 3

201 amacron_tildecmb ā̃ ccmp l.ccmp\NFC amacron tildecmb -> amacron_tildecmb 2 ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a macroncmb tildecmb -> amacron_tildecmb 3

202 amacron_brevecmb ā̆ ccmp l.ccmp\NFC amacron brevecmb -> amacron_brevecmb 2 ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a macroncmb brevecmb -> amacron_brevecmb 3

203 0x0103 abreve ă LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH BREVE ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a brevecmb -> abreve 2

204 0x00E5 aring å LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH RING ABOVE ccmp l.ccmp\NFD a ringcmb -> aring 2g å p p\ g g

205 0x00E6 ae æ LATIN SMALL LETTER AE

206 b_dieresisbelowcmb b̤ ccmp l.ccmp\NFD b dieresisbelowcmb -> b_dieresisbelowcmb 2

207 0x010D ccaron č LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH CARON ccmp l.ccmp\NFD c caroncmb -> ccaron 2

208 0x00E7 ccedilla ç LATIN SMALL LETTER C WITH CEDILLA

209 0x1E0D ddotbelow ḍ LATIN SMALL LETTER D WITH DOT BELOW ccmp l.ccmp\NFD d dotbelowcmb -> ddotbelow 2

210 d_dieresisbelowcmb d̤ ccmp l.ccmp\NFD d dieresisbelowcmb -> d_dieresisbelowcmb 2

211 0x1E0F dlinebelow ḏ LATIN SMALL LETTER D WITH LINE BELOW ccmp l.ccmp\NFD d macronbelowcmb -> dlinebelow 2

212 0x00E8 egrave è LATIN SMALL LETTER E WITH GRAVE ccmp l.ccmp\NFD e gravecmb -> egrave 2

213 0x00E9 eacute é LATIN SMALL LETTER E WITH ACUTE ccmp l.ccmp\NFD e acutecmb -> eacute 2

214 0x00EA ecircumflex ê LATIN SMALL LETTER E WITH CIRCUMFLEX ccmp l.ccmp\NFD e circumflexcmb -> ecircumflex 2

215 0x1EBD etilde ẽ LATIN SMALL LETTER E WITH TILDE ccmp l.ccmp\NFD e tildecmb -> etilde 2

… with a spreadsheet. This is how I start documenting the client’s needs, planning 
how I will build the fonts, and as a project progresses the spreadsheet becomes the 
locus of glyph and layout information that I will leverage in various ways in my font 
manufacturing workflow. It is, in effect, the technical specification of the font.

In the case of the Brill project, it turned out that they were, for me, an ideal client, 
because the first thing they sent me when we started talking in 2006 was …



Ȧ Aeiodot &#x0226; 0180 - 024F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02042 03103

ȧ aeiodot &#x0227; 0180 - 024F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02097 03065

ǟ aeiodoteiodoteidash&#x01DF; 0180 - 024F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02167 03065

á ̨ aeiquoteiubareicom &#x00E1;&#x0328; 0080 - 00FF; 0300 - 036F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02097 03065

ẚ aeirbkt &#x1E9A; 1E80 - 1EFF Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02097 03065

ã̄ aeitildeeidash &#x00E3;&#x0304; 0080 - 00FF; 0300 - 036F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02097 03065

a̲ aeiubar &#x0061;&#x0332; 0000 - 007F; 0300 - 036F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped

A̦ Aeiubareicomma &#x0041;&#x0326; 0000 - 007F; 0300 - 036F       Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02043 03104

ą aeiubareicomma &#x0105; 0000 - 007F; 0300 - 036F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02172 03104

ą aeiubareicommai &#x0105; 0100 - 017F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02172 03104

a̜ aeiubareilbkt &#x0061;&#x031C; 0000 - 007F; 0300 - 036F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02097 03065

Ạ Aeiubareiodot &#x1EA0; 1E80 - 1EFF Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02043 03104

ạ aeiubareiodot &#x1EA1; 1E80 - 1EFF Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02172 03104

a̲ aeiubareiubar &#x0061;&#x0332; 0000 - 007F; 0300 - 036F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02097 03065

a̮ aeiubaru &#x0061;&#x032E; 0000 - 007F; 0300 - 036F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02097 03065

Æ AELIG &#x00C6; 007F - 00FF Brill All AE Aelig

Æ AElig &#x00C6; 007F - 00FF Isolat1 All No comment yet Not to be mapped

æ aelig &#x00E6; 007F - 00FF Isolat1 All No comment yet Not to be mapped

ǽ aeringacute &#x01FD; 0180 - 024F Brill All LATIN SMALL LETTER AE WITH ACUTE

Α Agr &#x0391; 0370 - 03FF isogrk1 All GREEK CAPITAL LETTER ALPHA Not to be mapped

α agr &#x03B1; 0370 - 03FF isogrk1 All GREEK SMALL LETTER ALPHA Not to be mapped

À AGRAVE &#x00C0; 007F - 00FF Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Agrave

À Agrave &#x00C0; 007F - 00FF Isolat1 All No comment yet Not to be mapped

à agrave &#x00E0; 007F - 00FF Isolat1 All No comment yet Not to be mapped

ɐ ai &#x0250; 0180 - 024F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02097 03065

ʿ ain &#x02BF; n.a. Brill Kannengieser No comment yet Not to be mapped

α alpha &#x03B1; 0370 - 03FF isogrk3 All GREEK SMALL LETTER ALPHA Not to be mapped

Ā Amacr &#x0100; 0100 - 017F Isolat2 All No comment yet Not to be mapped

ā amacr &#x0101; 0100 - 017F Isolat2 All No comment yet Not to be mapped

ā́ amacracute &#x0101;&#x0301; 0100 - 017F; 0300 - 036F Brill All LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH MACRON with COMBINING ACUTE ACCENT

ā̀ amacrgrave &#x0101;&#x0300; 0100 - 017F; 0300 - 036F Brill All LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH MACRON with COMBINING GRAVE ACCENT

ā̍ amacrvertline &#x0101;&#x030D; 0100 - 017F; 0300 - 036F Brill All LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH MACRON with COMBINING VERTICAL LINE ABOVE

A really huge spreadsheet! Pim Rietbroek—who was my contact at Brill throughout 
the project—had worked with one of his colleagues to compile a huge list of what 
they referred to as ‘entities’; that is, discrete elements occurring in the text of 
Brill publications. To do this, they consulted not only the characters and glyphs in 
the various ad hoc fonts used in recent books and journals, but also scoured older 
volumes.
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à agrave &#x00E0; 007F - 00FF Isolat1 All No comment yet Not to be mapped

ɐ ai &#x0250; 0180 - 024F Brill Enc. Islam No comment yet Not to be mapped 02097 03065

ʿ ain &#x02BF; n.a. Brill Kannengieser No comment yet Not to be mapped

α alpha &#x03B1; 0370 - 03FF isogrk3 All GREEK SMALL LETTER ALPHA Not to be mapped

Ā Amacr &#x0100; 0100 - 017F Isolat2 All No comment yet Not to be mapped

ā amacr &#x0101; 0100 - 017F Isolat2 All No comment yet Not to be mapped

ā́ amacracute &#x0101;&#x0301; 0100 - 017F; 0300 - 036F Brill All LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH MACRON with COMBINING ACUTE ACCENT

ā̀ amacrgrave &#x0101;&#x0300; 0100 - 017F; 0300 - 036F Brill All LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH MACRON with COMBINING GRAVE ACCENT

ā̍ amacrvertline &#x0101;&#x030D; 0100 - 017F; 0300 - 036F Brill All LATIN SMALL LETTER A WITH MACRON with COMBINING VERTICAL LINE ABOVE

They had, whenever possible, identified Unicode encodings for the ‘entities’, recorded 
where in the Brill libraries they had been found, and provided mappings to the glyphs 
in the ad hoc fonts.

The beginning of the brief for the new Brill types was, basically, ‘We need all these 
entities in a font’. To which my immediate response was ‘Do you really?’



Image courtesy of Frank Blokland

Brill’s notion of an ‘entity’ maps nicely to what I call a typeform. It isn’t necessarily a 
single character, and it might not be a single glyph either.

This is a good, solid, 16th Century example of a typeface: Hendrik van den Keere’s 
moyen canon …



fi
… and this is its good, solid /fi/ ligature and, on the right, a ligature glyph from a digital 
revival of a similar style, Robert Slimbach’s interpretation of Garamond’s roman 
types. In the case of the van den Keere type, we know this is a ligature—a single 
metal sort representing two letters—because we have the piece of metal. In the case 
of the digital Garamond, you have to take my word for it that this is a ligature—a 
single glyph representing two encoded characters—unless you’ve cracked the font 
open to see how it is made, but even without my assurance it would be a pretty safe 
assumption.



 � ̂ ̧ 
What about this though? If you encounter this orthographic unit of text on a printed 
page or displayed on screen in an eBook or web page, you really can have no idea how 
it came to be there, or even how many encoded characters it represents. And that’s 
what a typeform is: a technologically agnostic text unit, the outcome of a process that 
you cannot determine by looking at the result.



� ̧̂  � ̧̂  � ̧̂  � ̂ ̧  î ̵̧̂  ı ̵̧̂  ı ̵̧̂
0069+0335+0327+0302
0069+0335+0302+0327
0069+0327+0335+0302
0069+0327+0302+0335

0069+0302+0335+0327
0069+0302+0327+0335
0131+0335+0327+0302
0131+0335+0302+0327

0131+0327+0335+0302
0131+0327+0302+0335
0131+0302+0335+0327
0131+0302+0327+0335

0268+0327+0302 0268+0302+0327

In the case of this typeform—orthographically, a nasalised central vowel spoken with 
a rising-falling tone, as might be found in grammars for some African languages—
there are seven ways it might reasonably be displayed: as a single glyph, as a diacritic 
base glyph with a combining cedilla, or with a combining circumflex, or both, and 
even in permutations with a combining crossbar. And even before you get to the 
display stage, Unicode permits of fourteen different ways this typeform might 
be encoded in text, all of which are canonically equivalent and will, if subject to 
normalisation, resolve to the same result.



= / 1–4 glyphs /
= | 3 or 4 characters in unknown order |

= [ 1–4 keystrokes ]

 � ̂ ̧ 
So if you consider this single typeform, on page or on screen, you must reckon that 
you are probably looking at 1-to-4 glyphs, either three or four encoded characters in 
an unknown order and, if you consider how those characters might have got into the 
computer in the first place, probably between one and four keystrokes depending on 
the keyboard layout used.



= / 1–4 glyphs /
= | 3 or 4 characters in unknown order |

= [ 1–4 keystrokes ]

[ x ] : | y | : / z /

 � ̂ ̧ 
In fact, such uncertainty might be considered paradigmatic of digital text processing, 
in which the relationship of keystrokes to characters to glyphs is always that of 
independent variables: [x] to |y| to /z/. And that’s roughly what I told Brill in 2006, 
before reassuring them that this realisation was a good thing, and that it meant 
that we could not only handle all their ‘entities’, but also a lot more that they hadn’t 
yet encountered, and could do so with a smaller set of glyphs than their immense 
spreadsheet would suggest.



dynamic diacritics

So I went through Brill’s spreadsheet, and removed all the entries for typeforms 
involving Unicode combining mark characters, which I proposed to handle in the new 
Brill fonts using OpenType mark positioning anchors, which would allow for dynamic 
diacritics …



ḍy̍n̆a̤m̐îc̄ ̙d̥îa᷈̎cr͈î͆t̓î̫c᷅s̜ͨ

… to be created ‘on-the-fly’ during typesetting. This is a flexible and productive 
mechanism, since more than one combining mark can be applied to a single base …



ḍ̌y̑̍ṋ̆a̰̤m̘̐î ̄c᷊̙ ̋d̥̉î ̎a̞᷈᷇c͈r̲ ͆î̲ ̓tͯ ̫î̆ ᷅ċ ͨś̜᷌

… and mark-to-mark anchor positioning allows for stacking. All this positioning is 
handled using data in the font GPOS table; it happens automatically (presuming 
software support, of course), with no intervention needed from the typesetter.



d̦̣̄̌y̐̑̍
�
͓͇ nᷘ̈̆

̄̇
̭̲̫̣ a̪̰̤ͣ

� m̩̯̘̈ᷕ̅̐î ̄̅̎᷄̊ ᷊̝c̞ ̙̋̅̑ ̭ḏ̥̒̉î ̎᷇᷄ ̩ạ̞̩ᷥ̐᷈c͈̲̮̟ ᷒rᷓ ̲͆͊̀î͎ ̓ͯ͗t᷂ ̫᷏͔̆î͛ ᷅̇̿̽c̣ ᷐ͨ́s̜͚͙ ᷌
͒̚

You can get quite carried away. 



fi
Having determined that much of the typeforms needed for Brill publications, now 
and in the future, could be displayed dynamically using multiple glyphs in controlled 
relationships, I began to consider how this approach might also be applied elsewhere 
in the type design.

Here’s our 16th Century ligature again and, on the right, the Brill /fi/ ligature.



Except it isn’t a ligature at all: it’s two special forms of the letter f and i that, when 
placed next to each produce a typeform that looks like a ligature. Which is a useful 
reminder that a ligature—a single glyph representing more than one character—is a 
technical solution, inherited from obsolete technologies, not a design solution. It may 
sometimes be the appropriate solution, but we shouldn’t presume that every font 
needs ligatures, even if we want to display ligated typeforms.



Most efficient 
flying fish flee 
effluent fjords 
effectively.

 f f i → f f i → ffi  
 f j → f j → fj  
 f f l → f f l → ffl
 ƒ b → � � → �b
 ɠ i → � î → �î

�ḇ fḟ̣j
ɗ̥ⱪ fƒ

fɨ ̧

Like the diacritic mark positioning, the dynamic ligating in the Brill types happens 
automatically. There are contextual rules in the font GSUB tables that substitute 
special forms of certain letters when they occur in sequence. One of the great 
benefits of this approach is that it is productive, so even though it means adding 
some variant letter glyphs to the font, the quantity of these is very much smaller than 
the number of ligated typeforms that can be made with them.

As you can see on the lower left, the same mechanism can be used to manage the 
visual relationship of hooked letters that don’t ligate in the sense of having joining 
strokes. And on the right you can see how this mechanism interacts with some 
combinations of diacritic letters and combining marks, again contextually controlled.



cↄɔ ɲɳŋ
eɘǝ ɛɜᴈ ʃʅ  
ʚɞ ɿɾ ʀᴙ
жф жф

0x0063 LATIN SMALL LETTER C
0x2184 LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED C
0x0254 LATIN SMALL LETTER OPEN O
0x0272 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH LEFT HOOK
0x0273 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH RETROFLEX HOOK
0x014B LATIN SMALL LETTER ENG
0x0065 LATIN SMALL LETTER E
0x0258 LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED E
0x01DD LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED E
0x025B LATIN SMALL LETTER OPEN E
0x025C LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED OPEN E
0x1D08 LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED OPEN E
0x0283 LATIN SMALL LETTER ESH
0x0285 LATIN SMALL LETTER SQUAT REVERSED ESH
0x029A LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED OPEN E
0x025E LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED REVERSED OPEN E
0x027F LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED R WITH FISHHOOK
0x027E LATIN SMALL LETTER R WITH FISHHOOK
0x0280 LATIN LETTER SMALL CAPITAL R
0x1D19 LATIN LETTER SMALL CAPITAL REVERSED R
0x0436 CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER ZHE
0x0444 CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER EF

By 2008, Pim Rietbroek and I had spent two years, off-and-on, discussing the project, 
expanding the technical specification, figuring out how the fonts would be built, 
confirming under what kind of conditions they would be used, checking assumptions, 
and testing software. I figured it was time to start thinking about what the typefaces 
should look like.

Having spent so long analysing Brill’s publications and documenting their needs 
in my spreadsheet, I was aware of the significant number of reversed, rotated or 
symmetrical shapes involved in the International Phonetic Association alphabet— 
used in many Brill books and journals—and as a feature of some Cyrillic letters. 
Resolving these letters and similar shapes, which might be considered awkward 
outliers in another design, defined the essential characteristics of the Brill types: a 
near-vertical modulation axis that would favour flipped and symmetrical shapes, and 
an expansion stroke dynamic that would allow swelling terminals to be similarly 
shaped in either direction without looking awkwardly contrived.



cↄɔ ɲɳŋ
eɘǝ ɛɜᴈ ʃʅ  
ʚɞ ɿɾ ʀᴙ
жф жф

0x0063 LATIN SMALL LETTER C
0x2184 LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED C
0x0254 LATIN SMALL LETTER OPEN O
0x0272 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH LEFT HOOK
0x0273 LATIN SMALL LETTER N WITH RETROFLEX HOOK
0x014B LATIN SMALL LETTER ENG
0x0065 LATIN SMALL LETTER E
0x0258 LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED E
0x01DD LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED E
0x025B LATIN SMALL LETTER OPEN E
0x025C LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED OPEN E
0x1D08 LATIN SMALL LETTER TURNED OPEN E
0x0283 LATIN SMALL LETTER ESH
0x0285 LATIN SMALL LETTER SQUAT REVERSED ESH
0x029A LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED OPEN E
0x025E LATIN SMALL LETTER CLOSED REVERSED OPEN E
0x027F LATIN SMALL LETTER REVERSED R WITH FISHHOOK
0x027E LATIN SMALL LETTER R WITH FISHHOOK
0x0280 LATIN LETTER SMALL CAPITAL R
0x1D19 LATIN LETTER SMALL CAPITAL REVERSED R
0x0436 CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER ZHE
0x0444 CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER EF

e  ɘe
Of course, these reversed letters are not mechanically flipped—as in the red example 
here—: they’re drawn with optical compensations to ensure they harmonise with the 
rest of the design.



These considerations steered me towards something in the line of a neo-classical or ‘English roman’ style, 

which also meant that the new types would not be a total departure from the Monotype Baskerville fonts 

that Brill had been using heavily for a couple of decades. I wasn’t interested in a revival of 18th Century 

types, per se, and the testing of the new types in Brill’s print production workflows and on target paper 

stocks favoured stronger hairlines than in the historical models. However, what I think of as the pre-history 

of the types of Baskerville, Bell etc.—the inventiveness of English writing masters in the first half of the 

18th Century in developing an integrated text aesthetic that included a formal roman style—is a subject of 

immense interest to me, and suggested a novel departure for one aspect of the Brill design.

These are exemplars of written letters, not type, penned by Joseph Champion and engraved by George 

Bickham in 1741, a few years before John Baskerville first had similar forms cut as type. They’re part of the 

standard repertoire of an English writing master by this date, and they fulfill, in the scribal text culture, 

the role of the as-yet-missing neo-classical types, interpreting the normative shapes and proportions of 

typographic roman and italic established in the 15th Century with the dynamics of the characteristic writing 

and engraving tools of the 18th Century.

The typographic italic was, of course, derived from the standard secretarial cursive hand of the Italian 

renaissance, as a companion to the roman derived from the formal humanist book hand. By the 18th Century, 

very little scribal book production took place, and the formal roman plays only a small, supporting role in the 

writing masters’ work. In contrast, a huge amount of secretarial writing was produced at this time, in support 

of globalised trade, and I began to think about ways in which the Brill italic types might capture something of 

the flavour of this …



… —the common secretarial hand of the time—instead of the earlier renaissance 
models that continue to inform most text type. Of course, the italic needed to 
function in its common typographical roles, complementing the roman, and not to 
look like a ‘script’ type or handwriting font.



abcdefghijklmn
opqrstuvwxyz

The most obvious novel feature borrowed from the 18th Century secretarial 
‘roundhand’ is the absence of serifs on ascending letters. This might not seem like a 
radical departure, but its remarkable how seldom it occurs in more than 500 years of 
italic typeface design.



It should now be clear that I have tried to eliminate the arbitrary nature of much of 
the previous work, as well as some current work, in distant lexical comparison by 
relying heavily on proven, widely-attested semantic shifts as found in the daugh-
ter languages, especially Indo-European, Semitic, and Dravidian, which, due to 
having written records of sufficient time depth to be able to follow how words 
have changed meaning over time, as well as due to having voluminous data with 
which to work, are particularly valuable. My approach is thus positivistic, that is, 
data-oriented, rather than impressionistic. To further ensure that my views are 
firmly grounded in the attested data and not derived from purely theoretical as-
sumptions, I supply a large amount of cited forms from the daughter languages 
to illustrate the types of changes that have occurred, I give explanations where 
needed, I supply voluminous references to the standard etymological dictionaries 
and other relevant literature, I set rather narrow limits on the meanings of the 

This reduced presence of serifs contributes, along with the generous horizontal 
proportion of the letters, to the relative openness of the Brill italic in blocks of text. 

The remainder of the presentation is by way of a kind of type specimen, illustrating 
some of things the Brill types can do, and something of the extent of their character 
set.



dābaiieitī ∵ kē ēd ī tō xrad padiš
nē pad tis bē frēbīhēd ∵ spǝṇtǝm . a
t ̰. θβā . maŋhē . ahurā . hiiat ̰.
mā . vohū . pairijasat ̰. manaŋhā
∵ abzōnīg-im ēdōn tē menīd hē ohrmazd ∵ kā 
ō man wahman bē-mad ∵ pǝrǝsatc̰ā . mā
ciš . ahī . kahiiā . ahī ∵ pursīd-iz-iš
az man kū kē hē ud az kēān hē ∵ kaθā .
aiiārǝ̄ . daxšārā . fǝrasiiāi . ∵
[dīšā] ∵ ciyōn ān ī rōz daxšag rōz ī frāz ham
pursagīh nimūd estēd kū daxšag ciyōn kunom
∵ aibī . θβāhū . gaēθāhū . tanuṣ̌ǝc
ā ∵ ī abar ēd ī tō gēhān-tan rāy nimūd estēd
∵ at ̰. hōi . aojī . zaraθuštrō . paouru
uīm ∵ ēdōn-iš ō ōy guft kū zardušt hom

This is a bilingual manuscript in the old Avestan and Pahlavī writing systems of Persia. 
In the transcription on the right, roman type is used for Avestan and italic for Pahlavī. 
The relatively broad and open italic enables it to function as the equal of the roman, 
rather than indicating a subsidiary relationship.



mā . vohū . pairijasat ̰. manaŋhā
az man kū kē hē ud az kēān hē ∵ kaθā .
pursagīh nimūd estēd kū daxšag ciyōn

∵ aibī . θβāhū . gaēθāhū . tanuṣ̌ǝc

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
ABCD abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123

Here is a detail of that transcription, showing the extensive use of diacritic characters 
in such scholarship. Below it is  a specimen of the basic roman alphabet design.



ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
EFGH abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 4567

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
IJKL abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 8901

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
MNOP abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 2345

And the basic alphabets for the italic, bold and bold italic designs. A lot of the work 
on the bold weights was done by my colleague Alice Savoie, who deserves a lot of the 
credit for how well these turned out.



Τὸν μὲν πρῶτον λόγον ἐποιησάμην περὶ πάντων, ὦ 
Θεόφιλε, ὧν ἤρξατο ὁ Ἰησοῦς ποιεῖν τε καὶ διδάσκειν 
ἄχρι ἧς ἡμέρας ἐντειλάμενος τοῖς ἀποστόλοις διὰ 
πνεύματος ἁγίου οὓς ἐξελέξατο ἀνελήμφθη· οἷς καὶ 
παρέστησεν ἑαυτὸν ζῶντα μετὰ τὸ παθεῖν αὐτὸν ἐν 
πολλοῖς τεκμηρίοις, δι ἡμερῶν τεσσαράκοντα ὀπ-
τανόμενος αὐτοῖς καὶ λέγων τὰ περὶ τῆς βασιλείας 
τοῦ θεοῦ. καὶ συναλιζόμενος παρήγγειλεν αὐτοῖς 
ἀπὸ Ἱεροσολύμων μὴ χωρίζεσθαι, ἀλλὰ περιμένειν 
τὴν ἐπαγγελίαν τοῦ πατρὸς ἣν ἠκούσατέ μου· ὅτι 
Ἰωάννης μὲν ἐβάπτισεν ὕδατι, ὑμεῖς δὲ ἐν πνεύματι 
βαπτισθήσεσθε ἁγίῳ οὐ μετὰ πολλὰς ταύτας ἡμέρας. 
Οἱ μὲν οὖν συνελθόντες ἠρώτων αὐτὸν λέγοντες, 
Κύριε, εἰ ἐν τῷ χρόνῳ τούτῳ ἀποκαθιστάνεις τὴν 
βασιλείαν τῷ Ἰσραήλ; εἶπεν δὲ πρὸς αὐτούς, Οὐχ 
ὑμῶν ἐστιν γνῶναι χρόνους ἢ καιροὺς οὓς ὁ πατὴρ 
ἔθετο ἐν τῇ ἰδίᾳ ἐξουσίᾳ· ἀλλὰ λήμψεσθε δύναμιν 
ἐπελθόντος τοῦ ἁγίου πνεύματος ἐφ ὑμᾶς, καὶ ἔσ-
εσθέ μου μάρτυρες ἔν τε Ἰερουσαλὴμ καὶ ἐν πάσῃ 

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρ
σςτυφχψωϝϙϟϻϡϲͻͼ
ͽϛϳϸϼϐϵ϶ϑϰϖϱϕͱͳͷϗ

αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρσ
ςτυφχψωϝϙϟϻϡϲͻͼͽϛϳ

ϸϼϐϵ϶ϑϰϖϱϕͱͳͷϗ

In addition to the extensive Latin character coverage, the Brill types include a Greek 
companion, with full polytonic support as well as archaic letters and symbols. The 
design owes something the famous Didot Greek types, but with a more consistent 
stroke modulation pattern.



B конце ноября, в оттепель, часов в де-
вять утра, поезд Петербургско-Вар-
шавской железной дороги на всех па-

рах подходил к Петербургу. Было так сыро и 
туманно, что насилу рассвело; в десяти ша-
гах, вправо и влево от дороги, трудно было 
разглядеть хоть что-нибудь из окон вагона. 
Из пассажиров были и возвращавшиеся из-
за границы; но более были наполнены от-
деления для третьего класса, и все людом 
мелким и деловым, не из очень далека. Все, 
как водится, устали, у всех отяжелели за ночь 
глаза, все назяблись, все лица были бледно-
желтые, под цвет тумана.

В одном из вагонов третьего класса, с рас-
света, очутились друг против друга, у само-
го окна, два пассажира, – оба люди молодые, 
оба почти налегке, оба не щегольски одетые, 
оба с довольно замечательными физионо-

абвгдежзийклмно
прстуфхцчшщъы
ьэюяѣѳѵѓґђѐёєѕџ

ѝіїјќљњћўабвгдеж
зийклмнопрстуф
хцчшщъыьэюяѣѳѵ
ѓґђѐёєѕџѝіїјќљњћў

There is a Cyrillic companion, currently limited to Slavic language support, which 
is Brill’s main area of publication in the script. In future, this could be extended to 
cover the large number of central Asian languages using Cyrillic orthographies. The 
design doesn’t reference any particular historical type, but employs the idiomatic 
conventions of Russian neo-classical typography. When I am designing Latin and 
Cyrillic side-by-side, the two will tend to influence each other, most obviously in the 
proportions of the common letters, which need to look well balanced in both scripts.



11 a v 11 → 𝔊𝔊𝔊WOLMss ‖ b 𝔊𝔊 καὶ ἧρεν cf 𝔗𝔗 et 20,33a 
‖ 12 a nonn Mss cit מפני ‖ b𝔊b → 𝔊𝔊𝔊WOLMss ‖ 14 a 
mlt Mss Seb בכל cf 𝔊𝔊𝔊𝔊93.94Mss𝔙𝔙 ‖ b mlt Mss MssQ 
 cf 𝔊𝔊𝔊𝔊 𝔗𝔗Mss𝔙𝔙 ‖ 17 a 𝔊𝔊𝔊WOLMss om 17–19 ‖ 18 a –כינ
→ 𝔊𝔊𝔊WL ‖ b pc Mss ומ׳ cf 𝔊𝔊𝔙𝔙 ‖ 19 a pc Mss לעזריעל 
cf 𝔊𝔊Mss𝔊𝔊 ‖ 20 a → 2 Mss cf 𝔊𝔊𝔊WOLMss𝔊𝔊93.94Mss𝔙𝔙 
‖ 21 a𝔊a → 𝔊𝔊𝔊WOLMss ‖ 22 a mlt Mss MssQ דיו– cf 
Vrs ‖ b nonn Mss citt בלאט cf Jdc 4,21 ‖ 23 a ℭ 
 a 25  ‖ –ְלה cf Vrs ‖ c ℭ ְלה׳ b nonn Mss citt ‖ הנֵקֶלה
nonn Mss Seb KOr citt כי אם cf Vrs.

41 ⸂✝ ουκ εγεννηθημεν B D* .2 | ου γεγενημεθα 𝔓𝔓𝔓𝔓 
N W 0250 f 13 565 al | txt 𝔓𝔓73 ℵ2 C D1 Θ Ψ f 1 33 
𝔐𝔐 (ℵ* L 070: ουκ εγ–); Or  • 42 ⸆ουν ℵ D Δ 070 f 13 
700. 892. 1424 𝔐𝔐 aur f vg samss | ⸋ 𝔓𝔓66 B pc | ⸂εκ 
γ. του θ εξεληλυθα 𝔓𝔓66 | ⸀ου 𝔓𝔓66 D Θ (579) pc it 
| ⸁–σταλκεν 𝔓𝔓66

𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄ℭ𝔄𝔄𝔊𝔊𝔄𝔄𝔊𝔊𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔐𝔐
𝔑𝔑𝔑𝔑𝔓𝔓𝔑𝔑𝔑𝔊𝔊𝔗𝔗𝔑𝔑𝔙𝔙𝔑𝔑𝔑𝔑
𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜𝔜
𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔯𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄𝔄
ℌℑ𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍𝔍
𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗𝔗
𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦𝔦

There are even two weights of a fraktur style included in the Brill types, although 
not intended for standard text setting. These are encoded as symbols and used in 
the apparatus of critical editions of ancient texts, as shown on the left, where they 
are used to indicate particular manuscript sources. The fraktur was designed by 
Karsten Luecke. Like the Latin and Greek, it references 18th Century models, such as 
the Walbaum Fraktur, but the uppercase is less complex and more open, so that it 
harmonises well with the other parts of the Brill design. I think it’s quite lovely, and 
hope to see it developed into functional fraktur fonts.

[The Hebrew type shown in the apparatus critici examples is my SBL Hebrew, which 
Brill use extensively in their publications.]



Amharic  s’əhajɪnna kəsəmen bəkkʷʊl jɛmmi-
nəfsəw nəfas ɨne nɛɲ t’ənkarra ɨne nɛɲ t’ənkarra 
bəmmil jɪkkərakkəru nəbbər. bəzzi ɡize and 
məŋɡədɛɲɲa jɛbɨrd məkkəlakəja lɨbs ləbso jɪɡ-
ɡʷaz nəbbər.

Arabic  kaanat rijħu ʃʃamaali tatadʒaadalu wa 
ʃʃamsa fij ʔajjin minhumaa kaanat ʔaqwaa min 
alʔuxraa, wa ʔið bi-musaafirin jatˤluʕu muta-
laffiʕan bi-ʕabaaʔatin samijka.

Bulgarian   ̍ sɛvɛrnijɐt ̍ vjatɐr i ̍ slɤntsɛto sɛ prɛˈpi-
rɐxɐ ˈkɔj ɛ ˈpɔsilɛn, koˈɡato ɛdin ˈpɤtnik, zɐˈvit f 
ˈtɔplɐ ˈdrɛxɐ, ˈminɐ pokrɐj ˈtjax. tɛ rɛˈʃîxɐ tʃɛ ˈtɔzi, 
ˈkɔjto ˈprɤf nɐˈkarɐ ˈpɤtnikɐ dɐ si svɐˈli ˈdrɛxɐtɐ, 
ʃtɛ sɛ ˈstʃitɐ ˈpɔsilɛn od ˈdruɡijɐ.

Catalan  lə tɾəmunˈtanə j əl sɔl əz ðispuˈtaβən 
| sustəˈniŋ ˈkað u k eʎ ˈeɾə l mes fɔr | kwan də 
ˈsoptə | ̍ bɛwən um biəˈdʒe kə s əˈkɔstə mbuliˈkat 
ən unə ˈɣraŋ ˈkapə ‖

ɐɑɒᴀᴂƀᵬᶀʙβɕʗↄȡ
�ẟƍɘəɚᶕɛᶓɜɝᶔᴈʚɞ
ⱸᵮᵷɡʛɣᴦƣɧɦɥʮʯʜ
ꜧᶖᴉɪᵻʝ ɟɩᵼᶄʞᴋɬȴɭʟλƛᴧ
ɱɯɰȵɲɳƞŋɔᶗⱺᴔ
ȣᴕᵽᶈʠɋɾᵳɽɼɹɻɿᴙʂᶊȿ
ƫȶʇᵾᵫᶌʍᶍχʎʑɀʐᶎʒ

I referred earlier to the key role of the International Phonetic Association alphabet in 
determining the characteristics of the design. Subsets of IPA are used in a wide range 
of transcription schema for non-Latin scripts, and as a basis for many orthographies 
for African and Amerindian languages. The full IPA system, which can capture virtually 
any level of human speech utterance, is very extensive, and I’m showing here only 
some of the letters and symbols involved in this and other phonetic notation systems 
supported in the Brill types.



Cantonese  jɐu˩˧ jɐt˥  tsʰi˧ | pɐk˥  fʊŋ˥  tʰʊŋ˩ tʰai˧ 
jœŋ˩ hɐi˧˥ tou˨ au˧ kɐn˧˥ pin˥  kɔ˧ lɛk˥  ti˥  ‖ kʰɵy˩˧ 
tei˨ am˥ am˥ tʰɐi˧˥ tou˧˥ jɐu˩˧ kɔ˧ jɐn˧˥ hɐŋ˩ kʷɔ˧ 
li˥  kɔ˧ jɐn˧˥ tsœk˧ tsy˨ kin˨ tai˨ lɐu˥  ‖ kʰɵy˩˧ tei˨ 
tsɐu˨ wa˨ lak˧ | pin˥  kɔ˧ hɔ˧˥ ji˩˧ tsiŋ˧˥ tou˧ li˥ kɔ˧ 
jɐn˧˥ tsʰɵy˩ tsɔ˧˥ kin˨ lɐu˥  lɛ˥  | tsɐu˨ syn˧ pin˥  kɔ˧  
lɛk˥  ti˥  lak˧ ‖ jy˥  si˨ pɐk˥  fʊŋ˥  tsɐu˨ pɔk˧ mɛŋ˨ 
kɐm˧˥ tsʰɵy˥  ‖ tim˧˥ tsi˥  kʰɵy˩˧ jyt˨ tsʰɵy˥  tɐk˥  
sɐi˥  lei˨ kɔ˧˥ kɔ˧ jɐn˧˥ tsɐu˨ jyt˨ hɐi˨ la˧˥ sɐt˨ kin˨ 
lɐu˥  ‖ tsɵy˧ hɐu˨ | pɐk˥  fʊŋ˥  mou˩˧ sai˧ fu˩ | wɐi˩ 
jɐu˩˧ fɔŋ˧ hei˧ ‖ kɐn˥  tsy˨ | tʰai˧ jœŋ˩ tsʰɵt˥  lei˩ 
sai˧ tsɔ˧˥ jɐt˥  tsɐn˨ | kɔ˧˥ kɔ˧ jɐn˧˥ tsɐu˨ tsɪk˥  hak˥  
tsʰɵy˩  tsɔ˧˥ kin˨ lɐu˥  lak˧ ‖ jy˥  si˨ | pɐk˥  fʊŋ˥  wɐi˩ 
jɐu˩˧ jiŋ˨ sy˥  la˥  ‖

si˥ silk si˩ time 
si˧ to try si˧˥ history
si˨ matter si˩˧ city

˥ ˦ ˧ ˨ ˩ � � � � � � � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � � � � � ˧˥ � � � � 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � � 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � � ˩˧ 
� � � � � � � � � � � � � � �

This is another aspect of the IPA system, used in the transcription of strongly tonal 
languages such as Mandarin, Cantonese, and other Chinese languages. These are tone 
bars, which indicate either single pitch or melodic contours of two or three pitches 
applied to a syllable or word. Unicode only encodes the five single tone bars, shown 
in red: high, high-mid, mid, low-mid, and low. The rest of the tone bar set is handled 
using automated ligature substitutions. Not all of these tone patterns occur in 
languages, but this is an instance where providing for the whole combinatorial set is 
easier than attempting to research the subset that occurs.



Χ 𐅀𐅀 𐅁𐅁 Ι 𐅂𐅂 𐅃𐅃 Δ 𐅄𐅄 Η Ͱ 𐅅𐅅 𐅆𐅆 
Μ 𐅇𐅇 Τ 𐅈𐅈 𐅉𐅉 𐅊𐅊 𐅋𐅋 𐅌𐅌 𐅍𐅍 𐅎𐅎 Σ 
Σ 𐅏𐅏 𐅏𐅏 𐅐𐅐 𐅐𐅐 𐅑𐅑 𐅑𐅑 𐅒𐅒 𐅒𐅒 𐅓𐅓 𐅓𐅓 
𐅔𐅔 𐅔𐅔 𐅕𐅕 𐅕𐅕 𐅖𐅖 𐅖𐅖 𐅗𐅗 𐅘𐅘 � > < 
Γ Ε 𝈕𝈕 Ξ 𐄐𐄐 · 𐅙𐅙 𐅚𐅚 𐅛𐅛 ⁝ 𐅜𐅜 Ζ 𐅝𐅝  𐄒𐄒 
𐅟𐅟 ☉ 𐅠𐅠 𐅡𐅡 𐅢𐅢 𐅣𐅣 𐅤𐅤 𐅥𐅥 𐅦𐅦 𐅧𐅧 𐅨𐅨 
𐅩𐅩 𐅪𐅪 𐅫𐅫 𐅬𐅬 𐅭𐅭 𐅮𐅮 𐅯𐅯 𐅰𐅰 𐅱𐅱 

𐅲𐅲 𐅳𐅳 𐅴𐅴

Ⅰ Ⅱ Ⅲ Ⅳ Ⅴ Ⅵ ↅ Ⅶ 
Ⅷ Ⅸ Ⅹ Ⅺ Ⅻ Ⅼ ↆ Ⅽ Ⅾ 
Ⅿ ↀ ↁ ↂ ↇ ↈ 𐆐𐆐 𐆑𐆑 𐆒𐆒 

𐆓𐆓 𐆔𐆔 𐆕𐆕 𐆖𐆖 𐆗𐆗 𐆘𐆘 𐆙𐆙 𐆚𐆚 𐆛𐆛 /

𐅵𐅵 𐅶𐅶 𐅷𐅷 𐅸𐅸 𐅹𐅹 𐅺𐅺 𐅻𐅻 𐅼𐅼 𐅽𐅽 𐅾𐅾 𐅿𐅿 𐆀𐆀 𐆁𐆁 
𐆂𐆂 𐆃𐆃 𐆄𐆄 𐆅𐆅 𐆆𐆆 𐆇𐆇 𐆈𐆈 𐆉𐆉 𐆊𐆊

☿ ♀♁ ♂ ♃♄♅♆♇ ♈ ♉ ♊   
♋ ♌♍ ♎♏ ♐ ♑♒♓

The Brill character set is rounded out with ancient Greek acrophonic numbers; 
classical Roman and Greek numbers, weights and measures; astrological symbols; as 
well a lot of other symbols of various kinds—not shown—, and typographic niceties 
such as arrows and pointing fists, lots of superior letters, and a several different styles 
of numerals. 

It was a massive project—each of the four fonts contains more than five thousand 
glyphs—, and took six years to complete from the initial contact to the official launch 
at the Boerhaave Museum in 2012. It was a fascinating challenge, and a pleasure at 
every stage to work with Brill’s experts, and to have access to iterative press testing 
of the design-in-progress.



‘I had to stare at it quietly for a while to figure out what 
was included, because it’s all so pleasantly integrated. 
From the fraktur to the € to 16/32, roman and italic, old 
and new, simple and complex, whatever a writer would 
need to publish a good book for reading, this font’s got it, 

and well done — my favourite.’  David Berlow

www.brill.com/about/brill-fonts

The Brill types were selected for recognition in the 2013 Type Directors Club 
competition, and I’ll leave you with the kind assessment of David Berlow, who picked 
them as his ‘judge’s choice’.

In addition to using the new types in their own publications, Brill have made them 
available for non-commercial use by individuals, and even granted licenses for some 
other publishers to use them. In this way, the Brill types contribute to that mutuality 
of scholarship and typography that began in Leiden more than 330 years ago.

[With thanks to Pim Rietbroek, Jeremy Tankard and Frank Blokland for their 
contributions; to my colleagues Alice Savoie and Karsten Luecke for their excellent 
work on the typefaces; to Jürgen Siebert, Indra Kupferschmid, and to the staff 
at Typo Berlin; and to Dan Reynolds for first suggesting that I should speak at the 
conference.]


